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a b s t r a c t
Recently, use of a Learning Classifier System (LCS) has become promising method for
performing classification tasks and data mining. For the task of classification, the quality of
the rule set is usually evaluated as awhole rather than evaluating the quality of a single rule.
The present investigation proposes a hybrid of the C4.5 rule induction algorithm and a GA
(Genetic Algorithm) approach to extract an accuracy based rule set. At the initial stage, C4.5
is applied to a classification problem to generate a rule set. Then, the GA is used to refine
the rules learned. Using eight well-known data sets, it has been shown that the present
work, in comparison to C4.5 alone and UCS, provides a marked improvement in a number
of cases.
© 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The idea of learning classification was first introduced in Holland in 1970. Classification concepts are important in the
design of computerized information processing systems for several applications such as remote sensing, medical diagnosis,
radar, etc. In order to implement a multi-category classification system, an efficient rule set is needed. Research in the rule
induction field has been carried out for more than 30 years and has certainly produced a large number of algorithms.
However, these are usually obtained from the combination of a basic rule induction algorithm with a new evaluation
function. One of the biggest constraints in using some of the traditional machine learning methods for data mining is the
problem of scaling up themethods to handle the huge size of the data sets and their high dimensionality. A survey of scaling
upmachine learning algorithms has been provided [1]. The use of Genetic Algorithms (GAs) [2] in addressingmulti-category
classification problems has been attempted by researchers in different ways.
Over the years, GAs have been successfully applied in learning tasks in different domains like chemical process control [3],
financial classification [4], manufacturing scheduling [5], robot control [6] etc. A population of a fuzzy rule set [7] is evolved
using a GP (Genetic Program: an extension of a GA) [8]. An accuracy based GA approach, UCS [9], is developed for performing
the classification task. C4.5 (revision 8) [10] is one of the most successful and popular rule induction algorithms. In order
to forecast the future sales of a printed circuit board factory more accurately, Chang et al. [11] have proposed a hybrid
model in which a GA is utilized to optimize the Fuzzy Rule Base (FRB) adopted by the Self-Organization Map (SOM) neural
network. In [12], the GA part of the hybrid model was employed to find an optimal structuring element for classifying
garment defect types. Faraoun and Boukelif [13] made an attempt to show the use of a new GP classification approach for
performing network intrusion detection. Wong et al. [14] proposed a decision support tool, combining an expert system
and the Takagi–Sugeno Fuzzy Neural Network (TSFNN) for fashion coordination. They have also shown that the GA plays an
important role here in reducing the number of coordination rules and the training time for TSFNN.
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In the present study, C4.5 as rule induction s/w (downloaded) extracts an initial rule set for any classification problem.
The interface [15] takes the role of eliminating the ‘IF–THEN’ part from the generated rules, since rules in ‘IF–THEN’ form
are not suitable for use in applying a genetic approach. The data sets used for this experiment are obtained from the UCI
repository [16]. The continuous values of the attributes in the data sets are discretized using SPID4.7 [17] (a discretization
algorithm). In the post-processing phase of the work, a GA method is included to optimize the set of rules learned by C4.5 in
order to get high predictive accuracy. For the GA, a ‘‘fitness’’ function is required to evaluate the chromosome (offspring). The
proposed algorithm combinedwith the fitness functions presented tries to retain the best ruleswithminimum classification
error rate.
In this article, the learning capabilities of C4.5 and GA are combined to improve the performance of the classification
problems and marked performance enhancement is shown.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 of this paper briefly discusses an overview of rule extraction systems.
Section 3 gives some theoretical background for C4.5, genetic approaches to classification tasks and UCS. In Section 4, a
brief description of the accepted methodology and findings along with comparison with an accuracy based approach (UCS)
are presented. Section 5 gives our conclusion.
2. Rule extraction systems
Data mining [18–21] is very beneficial in economic and scientific domains. Techniques of Knowledge Discovery from a
Database (KDD) are applied to reveal critical information hidden in data sets. Recently, the rule extraction task in KDD has
attracted much attention to researchers. The goal of a rule extraction system is to induce a hypothesis (a rule set) from a set
of training data samples.
A classification rule is a collection of some non-target attributes with a target (class) attribute. Each rule consists of an
antecedent (condition) and a consequent (prediction/class): antecedent → consequent. The extracted model (a rule set,
i.e., knowledge) can be applied in the prediction of new instances, unseen by the system. A rule extraction system includes
the following components.
1. Data collection
Data are collected fromvarious domains such as aerospace, banking and finance, retail, etc. For any classification problem,
data may also be obtained from heterogeneous data sources.
Further, a specific datamining techniquemaybemore appropriate to a particular data set. Grzymala-Busse et al. [22] have
provided a comparison study of two data mining approaches from imbalanced data, and shown that the appropriate
approach should be selected for specific imbalanced data sets.
2. Data preprocessing
The data to be operated on by the system may possess a number of variables (attributes). However, all the attributes
are not necessary for analyzing data, i.e., some irrelevant attributes may be discarded from data sets. In order to remove
irrelevant attributes, the following preprocessing of data is indispensable.
Feature selection: much research work [23,24] has been carried out on choosing a feature subset to represent the concept of
data with the removal of irrelevant and redundant features.
Normalization: continuous and text inputs have to be converted into numerical form.
3. Selection of rule extraction tools
Neural networks, fuzzy logic, decision trees, rough sets, genetic algorithms etc. are used as tools for rule extraction.
Neural networks: are often referred to as artificial neural networks to distinguish them from biological neural networks. The
neural network can be viewed as a directed graph with source (input), sink (output) and internal (hidden) nodes. The input
nodes exist in an input layer, and the output nodes exist in an output layer. The hidden nodes occur in one or more hidden
layers.
It is observed that in learning from previous experience, a neural network acts as an excellent tool in prediction. Many
researchers focus on applying neural networks in the area of rule extraction [25–27]. However, a disadvantage is that it is
difficult to design neural network architectures (mainly activation functions and trained parameters), and the results obtained
may sometimes be incomprehensible. The study [28] demonstrates a new neuron-adaptive activation function and the use
of AIS (Artificial Immune Systems) algorithms in extracting rules from trained neural networks.
Fuzzy logic: fuzzy sets have been applied in areas of computer science and databases specifically. In the classification
problems, all records are assigned to one of the predefined classification regions. The membership function plays an
important role in classification. Zadeh [29] introduces the concept of fuzzy logic and fuzzy set theory. Since then, several
well-defined algorithms have been proposed by researchers. Wong et al. [30] discussed a fashion mix-and-match expert
system (based on a fuzzy screening approach) which is developed to provide customers the professional and systematic mix-
and-match recommendations automatically.
Decision trees: a decision tree [10,31] is a predictive modeling technique used in classification, clustering, and prediction
tasks. It uses the divide and conquer technique to split the problem search space into subsets and extracts one rule (in
IF–THEN form) for each leaf node of the tree. Also, it can form concise rules, in contrast to neural networks. In several
domains, a decision tree based techniquehas been employed in performing classification tasks. For certain kinds of problems,
better results may be achieved through this approach as compared to others.
Srdoc et al. [32] have shown that the decision tree based approach is suitable for estimating the possible repair time
for a ship. Their research indicates also that standardization of problem domain notions and expertly designed databases
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with possible interfaces to Machine Learning (ML) algorithms (computer algorithms that improve automatically through
experience) [33] need to be considered as an integral part of any quality management system.
However, the accuracy of decision trees is often lower than that of neural networks for noisy data and the approach is
not appropriate for tackling dynamic data also.
The rough set: this was developed by Zdzislaw Pawlak [34,35] in the early 1980’s. It deals with the classificatory analysis
of data tables. The data can be acquired frommeasurements or from human experts. The main goal of the rough set analysis
is to synthesize the approximation of concepts from the acquired data. Recently, the theory of rough sets has been widely
used to handle data classification problems, and its community has concentrated on constructing efficient algorithms for
extracting rules. However, most of the previous studies on rough sets focused on deriving certain rules and possible rules
for the single-concept level. But data with hierarchical attribute values are generally present in real world applications.
Hong et al. [36] have recently proposed a new learning algorithm based on rough sets. This approach attempts to find
certain cross-level rules and possible rules from training data with hierarchical attribute values, yielding more general
knowledge from data.
GA: in recent decades, the GA technique that emulates biological evolutionary theories has been successfully implemented
to solve complex optimization problems in diverse fields and to solve complex optimization problems. It starts with an
initial set of solutions called a population. The individuals in the population are evaluated to measure their fitness through
a suitable fitness function. In order to create the next population, new individuals are formed by merging two individuals
from the current population through crossover.
Next, the mutation operator can be applied to the new strings with a specified mutation probability. A mutation is the
occasional random alteration of a binary digit, i.e., a ‘0’ is changed to ‘1’, and vice versa, at a random location. In the simple
GA, this operation plays a secondary role.
On the basis of the fitness value, the individuals to be included in the next population are then selected. The iteration,
called a generation, is continued until the fitness reaches its maximum value, with the intention that strong parents will
create a fitter generation of children. The best overall solution becomes the candidate solution to the problem.
Recently, the GA has become an important rule extraction tool, separately or together with decision trees, neural
networks etc.
4. Expressions for the rules extracted
Usually, the rules are in ‘IF–THEN’ form, e.g.: IF 〈conditions〉 THEN 〈prediction (class)〉. Conditions are connected by the
logical conjunction (AND) operator. For example: IF (A1 = 2) AND (A3 = 5) THEN C = 1 is a rule, where A1, A2, A3, . . . are
the non-target attributes (in the condition/antecedent part) accepting discrete values, and C is the class (target) attribute (in
the prediction or consequent part). But they can be expressed in other ways also, e.g. by using relational, proposition logic
models, etc. However, the ‘IF–THEN’ rules are the most expressive and intelligible representations for inductive learning
algorithms.
In fact, values of the attributes of classification problems are generally mapped into discrete values, using some
discretization algorithm.
3. Theory
3.1. C4.5
C4.5 is a good example of a decision tree induction algorithm that uses entropy based measures to determine the best
attribute at each node of the tree (Entropy(S) = Σ − pi log2 pi where pi is the proportion of S (the collection of examples)
belonging to class i out of c (number of) classes). In the C4.5 approach, three algorithms (or steps) can be distinguished:
(i) constructing a decision tree (DT), (ii) pruning the decision tree and (iii) rule induction based on the pruned tree. Each
algorithm operates at a different level.
In the first step, the C4.5u (unpruned) algorithm constructs a decision tree. During this process, the conjuncts
(i.e., conditions) of the rule set are chosen one by one, considering the information gain (or gain ratio) of the possible
attributes. The recursive partition method for constructing decision trees begins with bulk data because of the fact that
the first branching is based on all learning materials. But it becomes more and more local, as each choice for branching of
the decision tree is based on a local comparison of the entropy of the remaining learning examples.
Then, the C4.5p (pruned) algorithm prunes the decision tree generated by C4.5u. The resulting tree of C4.5u is often very
complex and overfits the data. So, the idea is to remove parts of the tree that do not contribute to classification accuracy for
new material (through C4.5p). Error estimation for leaves and sub-trees are computed to remove or combine parts of the
tree.
Finally, the C4.5r (rule induction) algorithm accepts the decision tree obtained by C4.5p and each path from the top node
to a leaf of the modified tree yields a potential rule.
3.2. The genetic algorithm and the classification task
The Genetic Algorithm (GA) is a part of a very large body of research called machine learning. In a classification task,
the GA tries to refine a population of a problem through experience with the trained data. In fact, the discrete values of the
attributes in the rule are generally converted into binary strings (0, 1), considering equal numbers of bits for each attribute.
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Further, there may exist don’t care values for non-target attributes in a rule. This is generally represented by the symbol
‘*’. The presence of such a symbol for any non-target attribute in a rule implies that this attribute has no importance in
that rule for any value. However, the don’t care value (‘*’) for any non-target attribute in any rule can be represented by
considering all ‘0’s (in binary representation) if such an attribute starts with value ‘1’.
During the genetic evolution of individuals, the best individuals are those who correctly classify themaximum of training
examples. The GA is governed by the fitness function, for searching the most efficient offspring to solve a given problem. A
simple measure of fitness of rule (r) has been adopted for the binary classification problem:
Fitness(r) = No. of examples matched correctly
No. of examples used for training
.
Many alternatives have been proposed by several investigators for solving classification problem using GAs.
3.3. UCS
UCS (an accuracy based classifier system developed by Bernado-Mansilla in 2003) is especially designed for use with
supervised environments. So, many of the design criteria are optimized for this framework. It keeps the principal features
of XCS (a best action map based classifier system) [37], but changes the way in which accuracy is computed.
The GA in XCS is run on the action sets, preferably. However, the GA in UCS is inherited from XCS, and applies crossover
andmutation, selecting two classifiers from the correct set [C] with the probability proportional to the fitness. The resulting
(accurate) offspring are inserted in the population, leaving incorrect rules.
4. The proposed GA classification approach
4.1. Fitness functions
The fitness function proposed in this work is defined as follows:
f (ri) = n−mt (1)
where ri represents the i-th rule, n is the number of training examples satisfying all the conditions in the antecedent (A) and
the consequent (C) of the rule (ri) too,m is the number of training examples which satisfy all the conditions in the antecedent
(A) part but not the consequent (C) of the rule (ri) and t is the total number of training examples. For instance, suppose the
total number of training examples (t) = 100. Now, let us consider that a rule classifies eight examples correctly. Assume
that the same rule satisfies its antecedent only and not its consequent (class) for two examples. So the fitness value of that
rule will be
(8− 2)/100 = 0.06 as n = 8,m = 2.
This new fitness function tries to retain the best weighted rule minimizing the value of m (i.e., classification error), and
reduces the chances of the same fitness value occurring among the rules.
Further, the approach described here is aware of the overall fitness of the new rule set, i.e., if the overall fitness of the
new rule set (replacing the worst rule of the old set by the new offspring) increases, only then the new one is accepted. The
overall fitness function is defined through Eq. (2) in Section 4.3.
4.2. Genetic operators
4.2.1. Selection and crossover
Here, a single-point crossover site is considered for two classifiers randomly selected from the population (the set of rules).
Also, the point is chosen randomly within the length of the classifier.
4.2.2. Mutation
In particular, themutation operation is optional here, and is not applied in the current experiment. However, the alteration
mutation type (in which ‘0’ is inverted to ‘1’ and the reverse) is expected to be present through selecting a site randomly
within the length of a classifier if no new optimized generation is found even after 10 new generations (iterations).
The operation is considered here as optional, since it is observed that the tendency of decreasing overall fitness (by taking
the new classifier in place of the existing worst one) often increases when applying it. But we place a higher emphasis on
overall fitness of the new rule set.
Without using a mutation operation, most of the selected problems converge to achieve the desired 5 optimized
generations within 60 generations (iterations).
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4.3. The proposed algorithm for finding the optimized rule set
Assumptions:
• Input data (examples) are discretized.
• All the examples of a problem have the same number of attributes.
• ‘*’ is treated as the don’t care value.
• Rules are of the form like 1 * 2 1 * 3 0. (The attribute values in a rule are discrete, like 1, 2, 3, . . ., or ‘*’ (don’t care). The
last value in a rule is the value for the target attribute (i.e., class value). Any non-target attribute’s value starts from ‘1’,
whereas the target attribute’s value for the classification problem starts from ‘0’.)
• Overall fitness of the generated rule set is the overall accuracy on the test data set, and is considered here as follows:
F(R) = No. of test examples covered by the rule set
Total no. of test examples
× 100. (2)
Variables:
Maxgen: the maximum number of generations of the new optimized rule set (it is pre-decided, like 3, 4, . . . etc.);
gen: a new generation;
Etran: a set for training examples;
Etest: a set for test examples;
R: a set in which to store rules generated by any rule inductive algorithm;
RT : a set in which to store a rule set for computing its accuracy (as an intermediate result);
O1, O2: offspring; P1, P2: parents;
rw: to denote the lowest fitness score rule.
/* Etran and Etest are selected by our data partitioning approach, discussed in Section 4.4.1*/
Input:
R: rule set discovered by C4.5 from Etran;
Etran: a set of training examples from which R is generated;
fitness score (f (ri)) of each rule (ri) in R (calculated from Etran by applying the fitness function f (r)mentioned in Section 4.1);
Etest: a set of test examples on which the overall fitness (F(R)) of the rule set R is to be computed.
begin
gen← 0 (initially 0 (zero) is assigned to gen)
//encoding, decoding and validity checking of offspring are discussed in Section 4.4.1
Step-1: Randomly select two parents: P1 and P2 from R. Values of attributes of these parents (rules) are encoded into
corresponding binary values.
Step-2: Select randomly a single-point crossover site within the length of the classifier.
Step-3: Apply crossover on two parents P1 and P2 at the crossover site, and then optionally perform the scope of mutation
(if required) to generate two final new offspring O1 and O2.
// Section 4.2 discusses crossover andmutation
Step-4:
Step-4.1: O1 and O2 are decoded into decimal form.
If the valid O1 is a duplicate of any existing rule in R then discard it and go to step-4.2;
else compute the fitness of O1 (using f (ri)mentioned in Section 4.1).
Find the rule rw (with the lowest fitness value) from R and compare its fitness with the fitness of O1.
If the fitness of O1 is lower than that of rw then go to step-4.2;
else compute the overall fitness (F(R)) of RT from Etest (copying the current content of R into RT and putting this new
offspring (O1) in place of rw).
If the overall fitness value of RT is greater than the overall fitness of R then copy O1 in place of rw in R;
else ignore O1.
Step-4.2: If the valid O2 is a duplicate of any rule in R then discard it and go to step-5;
else compute the fitness of O2 (using f (ri)mentioned in Section 4.1).
Next, find the rule rw (with the lowest fitness value) from R and compare its fitness with the fitness of O2.
If the fitness value of O2 is lower than the fitness of rw then go to step-5;
else compute the overall fitness (F(R)) of RT from Etest (copying the current content of R into RT and putting this new
offspring (O2) in place of rw).
If the overall fitness of RT is greater than the overall fitness of R then copy O2 in place of rw in R;
else discard O2.
Step-5: If either of O1 and O2 or both are copied into R then increase the value of gen by one (i.e. gen← gen+ 1).
If the desired number of generations is not completed (i.e., gen < Maxgen) then go to step-1.
end
output: Optimized rule set (in discretized form).
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4.4. Experimental results
4.4.1. Experimental design
Each classification problem is generally described by two files.
The first file specifies the attributes (non-target and target) along with their values like A1(1, 2, 3, . . .),
A2(1, 2, . . .), . . . . . . C(0, 1, . . .) where A1,A2, . . . are the non-target attributes and C is the class (target) attribute for the
classification problem. Values provided within parentheses, along with each attribute, are the discretized (mapped) values
of that attribute.
The second file contains examples (data for the problem), row-wise. Each value in a row represents one value of an
attribute. The last value of each row is the value of the class (target) attribute. However, any two values for two different
attributes in a row are normally separated by a comma (,) or a single space, and the values of the attributes in the rowmust
follow the sequence of the attributes that appeared in the first file.
In the present investigation, the complete data set (for each classification problem) is divided equally into three disjoint
data sets: S1, S2, S3, maintaining class distribution (values of target attribute) properly within each set. Further, two thirds
of the total number of examples (taking the best one among the three combinations: (S1 ∪ S2), (S1 ∪ S3) and (S2 ∪ S3)) are
considered as the training set and the remaining one third (i.e., S3 for (S1 ∪ S2), S2 for (S1 ∪ S3) and S1 for (S2 ∪ S3)) as the
test set, where ‘∪’ is the union operator. However, to decide this, the C4.5 s/w is run on the three combinations separately to
generate three different rule sets, and the accuracy (following Eq. (3) specified in this section) of each rule set is computed
on its respective test set.
Now, the rule set (among the three) with the maximum accuracy is selected as the initial best rule set for applying
the proposed algorithm (presented in Section 4.3). Also, the corresponding training (Etran) and test (Etest) sets (of this
combination) are chosen as the training and the test sets for this experiment. By doing this, we can have a relatively good
decision tree from the very beginning, and use this while waiting for a better decision tree to emerge.
The classification accuracy of a rule set is expressed as a percentage of unseen data correctly classified and defined as
accuracy = No. of test examples covered by the rule set
Total no. of test examples
× 100. (3)
Parents and crossover sites of the GA are selected randomly, with a different random seed each time.
In this work, the single-point crossover is chosen within the length of the classifier. But due to crossover, a classifier with
a new class value (not existing in the original data set of the problem) may be generated. For example, suppose 0, 1, 2, 3
are the existing class values for a classification problem but, due to the crossover operation, a new class value 4 or more is
generated. Now, such new invalid offspring are simply to be discarded at the initial stage. Further, a class value may be valid
but a new value (not existing in the problem) of a non-target attribute may be found due to crossover. For instance, suppose
1, 2, 3 are the existing values of a particular attribute and a new value ‘4’ is generated for that attribute. In such a case, the
new value is simply considered as a don’t care value (represented by ‘*’). Again, if the values of all the non-target attributes
become don’t care, then that new classifier also is treated as invalid.
Here, six bits are considered for each attribute (including the target attribute) for binary representations of its values.
In this six-bit binary encoding, each discrete decimal value is simply represented by its equivalent binary number (e.g. 2 =
000010), except the ‘*’ which is represented by all 0’s (since it is assumed that the value of a non-target attribute starts from
‘1’ instead of ‘0’ by applying discretization s/w).
On every block of six bits of binary rule, decoding is performed using the reverse of the abovementioned encoding scheme,
to convert again to the equivalent decimal value.
The algorithm presented in Section 4.3 is implemented in C on a Pentium-4 running on Mandrake Linux OS 9.1. The
number of new generations opted for in this work is 5.
4.4.2. Results and comparison
The program is tested on eight multi-category classification problems. All the selected data sets belong to real
world domains and come from the UCI (University of California at Irvine) Machine Learning Repository [16]. In
some cases, particular attributes or values of attributes are ignored from the original data sets. For example, in the
heart—Swiss data set, the fifth attribute remains constant for all instances and therefore it is deleted. The data sets
are discretized by the discretization algorithm SPID4.7 to reduce conflicting instances, and their characteristics are
summarized in Table 1. (A brief overview of the data sets is presented in the Appendix section. For more details, see
http://www.ics.uci.edu/~mlearn/MLRepository.html.)
The columns of Table 1 describe the selected data sets as follows: the first column specifies the problem name, the second
column shows the number of non-categorical attributes considered for the problem, the third the number of classes taken for
the target attribute and the fourth the total number of selected examples for the problem.
Table 2 shows the accuracies of various approaches to unseen data. The general form ofmeasuring accuracy ismentioned
in Eq. (3) of Section 4.4.1. The symbol ‘—’ in this table denotes not known, i.e., the result from the data set corresponding to
‘—’ is not present in UCS.
The second and third columns of Table 2 show respectively the classification performance of C4.5 and UCS. But the last
three (fourth, fifth and sixth) columns describe the performance of the present approach, mainly on unseen data, for every
problem as follows.
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Table 1
Descriptions of the UCI data sets.
Problem name Number of attributes Number of classes Number of examples
Glass 9 6 213
Iris 4 3 150
Heart (h) 13 5 294
Wine 13 3 178
Heart (Swiss) 12 5 124
Liver disorder 6 2 345
Soybean 35 19 684
Vote 16 2 435
Table 2
Comparative performance of C4.5, UCS and the present approach on the UCI data sets; accuracy rate (%) on the test data sets from the following approaches.
Problem name C4.5 UCS Present approach without
including any training examples
S.D. from the present
approach
Present approach including
training examples
Glass 67.8 70.8 72.2 0.20 72.1
Iris 95.3 94.7 95.4 0.03 95.6
Heart (h) 80.3 79.3 83.8 0.13 83.9
Wine 94.6 97.2 97.9 0.07 97.9
Heart (Swiss) 49.9 – 53.9 0.52 53.8
Liver disorder 68.8 – 74.6 0.15 74.7
Soybean 91.4 51.2 89.7 0.31 89.8
Vote 96.3 95.6 97.2 0.01 97.3
Column 4 shows simply themean of the accuracies of five test subsets (each of almost equal size). In fact, the test set (Etest)
of each problem is divided here into five subsets. The next column reports the standard deviation (S.D.) of the accuracies
obtained from the same five test subsets. The last column shows again the average of the accuracies computed from the
five data subsets, where the complete data set consists of the selected test set (Etest) and some randomly selected training
examples from (Etran). More precisely, the last two columns are very vital to the present approach.
The results found from C4.5 are simply the accuracies from the test data sets, to which our data partitioning technique is
not applied. The total examples are simply divided here into two sets: training (one third of the examples) and test (two
thirds of the examples). Further, each result obtained from UCS is either the mean of 10 results, when cross-validation was
used, or simply the accuracy from the test data set (two thirds of the total examples).
From the performance table, Table 2, it is noted that the present approach improves on UCS significantly for six data sets:
Glass, Iris, Heart (h), Wine, Soybean, Vote. Regarding the performance of C4.5 related to the data sets, it is observed that C4.5
yields less accuracy than the present approach for all the data sets except the Soybean data set. Further, the report in the S.D.
column for the present approach leads us to conclude that accuracies obtained from different partitioned test data sets are
very close to theirmean, i.e., dispersion from the central point (mean) is minimum. Hence, the optimized rule set is reliable
enough for classification, i.e., not biased to some segments of the data set. The result in the last column also signifies that
the performance is scattered throughout the data set.
Thus, the rules discovered using the GA are doing a good job of classification for most of the problems.
5. Conclusion and future work
The present article proposes an accuracy based LCS, specifically designed for addressing supervised learning problems.
The technique is independent of the data set and the framework has no specialist hardware requirements.
The computational results reported in the previous section reveal that the hybrid approach (C4.5/GA) scales up the
accuracy of the rule set. Overall, the accuracy rate of the rules discovered by this proposed approach is considerably higher
than those of C4.5 alone and UCS alone.
Moreover, the time complexity of this approach is acceptable in relation to the other approaches, as the duplicate
generated offspring are discarded at the initial stage. In the present study, a hold-out estimate (two thirds for training and
one third for the test) and splitting of data sets (into three equal segments) are used. For future assignments, the proposed
classification system could be applied to a tenfold cross-validation approach.
Appendix
Glass
This data set was donated Vina Spiehler from Diagnostic Products Corporation. The study of the classification of glass
types was motivated by criminological investigation. At the scene of the crime, the glass left can be used as evidence if it
is correctly identified. The data set has around 213 examples with ten attributes. The first nine are non-categorical and the
last one is the target attribute with six possible values.
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The computational predictive accuracies of the approaches C4.5, UCS and the present approach for the unseen data are
respectively 67.8, 70.8 and 72.2.
Iris
This data set corresponds to the well-known Iris data set of R.A. Fisher. It contains 150 patterns in four dimensions
measured for Iris flowers of three different species, where each class refers to a type of iris plant.
The accuracy achieved by the current investigation is 95.4 and this is compared against the existing well-known
approaches C4.5 and UCS which show 95.3 and 94.7.
Heart (Hungarian and Swiss)
This data set was donated by David W. Aha. This database contains information about heart disease from regions like
Cleveland, Hungary, Switzerland etc. The number of available examples varies from region to region. Out of around 76
attributes, most experiments use a subset of 14 (including the class attribute) of them. The ‘‘goal’’ field refers to the presence
of heart disease in five forms in the patient. It is integer valued, from 0 (absence of heart disease) to 4.
On the heart data set for Hungary, the present approach shows a better result: 83.8, as compared to C4.5 (80.3) and UCS
(79.3).
Additionally, the present approach achieves accuracy of 53.9%, which is better than that of C4.5 (49.9%).
Wine
The donor of this set is Stefan Aeberhard. However, the original owner isM. Forina et al. (PARVUS—an extendible package
for Data Exploration, Classification and Correlation, Institute of Pharmaceutical and Food Analysis and Technologies, Brigata
Salerno, 16147 Genoa, Italy).
These data are the results of a chemical analysis ofwines grown in the same region in Italy but derived from three different
cultivars. The analysis determined the quantities of 13 constituents (non-target attributes) found in each of the three wine
types.
The predictive accuracies of the approaches C4.5, UCS and the present approach for the unseen data are respectively 94.6,
97.2 and 97.9.
Liver disorder
The liver disorder data set was donated by Richard S. Forsyth from the collected data from BUPA Medical Research Ltd.
The set has 345 instances with six attributes. The first five variables are all results of blood tests which are thought to be
sensitive to liver disorders that might arise from excessive alcohol consumption. Each line in the bupa.data file constitutes
the record for a single male individual. The selector field is used to split the data into two sets.
The accuracy achievement of the present approach (74.6) is obviously very high in comparison to that for C4.5 (68.8).
Soybean
There are 35 categorical attributes, some nominal and some ordered. There are 19 classes, the first 15 of which have been
used in prior work. The folklore seems to be that the last four classes are unjustified in the data since they have so few
examples. The present investigation has a very high rate of accuracy (89.7) as compared to UCS (51.7). However, it shows
slightly less accuracy than C4.5 (91.4).
Vote
This data set includes votes for each of the US House of Representatives Members of Congress for the 16 key votes
identified by the CQA. The CQA lists nine different types of votes: voted for, paired for, and announced for (these three
simplified to yea), voted against, paired against, and announced against (these three simplified to nay), voted present, voted
present to avoid conflict of interest, and did not vote or otherwise make a position known (these three simplified to an
unknown disposition).
For this data set also, the present approach obtains a better result (97.2) as compared to C4.5 (96.3) and UCS (95.6).
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